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ABSTllACT: Four full-scal.e test geosynthetic-reinforced soil retaining walls with a sand 
or clay backfil l  reinforced with a relatively short geotextile (about 30% wall height) 
having a continuous rigid facing were loaded to failure with a large footing on the crest. 
In the laboratory, static and dynamic loading tests were p e rformed on scaled models with 
a reinforced backfill sand having a facing with different degrees of rigidity. The models 
became more stable as the facing rigidity increased. This result was successfully simu
lated by limit equilibrium stability analyses based on the experimental finding that the 
facing r i gidity increases the earth pressure on the facing b ack face and locates the to
tal reaction activated on the bottom of facing and backfill closer to the toe of facing. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A permanent geosynthetic-reinforced soil 
(GRS) retaining wall system which satisfics 
the following requirements has been devel
oped by using relatively short sheets of 
geosythetic and a continuous rigid facing 
(Murata et al. ,  1991, Tatsuoka et al. , 1991, 
1992): A) By using an appropriate type of 
geosythctic, it should permit the usage of 
most o n -s i te soils as the backfi l l  soi l, 
whi<.:h leads to a considerably l a rge �ost 
sav ing, compared with the cost for the use 
of selected cohesion less soil and the 
treatment of excavated soil. Il) It can re
construet a gentle slope of existing em
bankment to a near vertical or vertical 
wal l without a large amount of excavation 
(Fig. 1 ) .  C) It should exhibit very small 
deformat i on .  especially very small settle
ment at the crest so as to use as important 
permanent structures such as bridge abut
ments S uppo rting vertical and horizontal 
loads act i n g  on the crest meal' the waU 
face. Il) I t  should be reasonably i n expen
';1"e So as to use for , large lengths as, for I..,nstance. rai lway or highway embankments. E) To aChieve a relatively long lifetime, 
the wal l  race shou l d  be sufficiently dura
�l�

. 
against natural and artifIcia.l damag i n g  

actIons. F)  The wall face should be aesihetl call y acceptabl e ,  wh i ch is particu larY I mportan t  when constru(�ted in 'in urban areu. Poten t i a ]  d amage du� to th e
'

\-e l ativc settl cment between the r i gid facl n g  and t�� backl'i I I  can be avoided by using a de�'�)ICd east- i l l-p lace eoneretc i'ac ing. This C�I I, s.ystcm has a l  ready been used to re-lstl [Jet s lopes of rai lway emban kment for 
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Fig. 1 Typical railway embankment slope re
constructed by the proposen GRS retaining 
wall system, Amagasaki. 

almost 7krn. This paper presents the re
sults of model tests and s,tabi lity analyses 
taldng into account the effect of facing 
rigidity. 

2 LOADING TESTS OF GHS llETA1NTNC WALLS 

In the laboratory, 50cm-high GRS retai ning 
walls with sand backfill reinforc:ed wi t h  a 
model grid having different types of facing 
with various degrees of rigidity Were con
structed (Fig. 2) . Type A facing Was made 
of rubber membrane. Type Il' was made of 
tracing paper, which was stiffer than Type 
A. Type Il was made by piling u p  wooden 
blocks having a smooth back face with a 
soft material, in between vertically adja
cent b .locl{s s o  as to redtJee the faci ng t�i
gidity as the French Reinforced Earth re
taining waUs. Typo C was similal� to Type 
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Fig_ 2 Small models of GRS retaining wall in the laboratory (Tatsuoka et al. ,  1989). 
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Fig. 3 Average footing pressure versus 
footing settlement for the models (Fig. 2); 
(a) Back loading and (b) front 'loading 
(Tatsuoka et al. ,  1989). 

B, but the back face was made rough and 
the blocks were in direct con tact with each 
other. For Type D, the wooden blocks were 
tightly fixed to form a continuous rigid 
facing. These model walls were loaded to 
failure by means of a lOcm-wide strip foot
ing with a smooth base. For each type of 
wall, front loading ( loading from the top 
of the reinforced zone, see the right-most 
figure in Fig. 2) and back loading (loading 
from immediately behind the reinforced 
zone) were performed (Fig. 3 ) .  In each 
case, the wall was more stable in the order 
of Types D, C, B, B' and A in accordance 
with the degree of facing rigidity. In par
ticular, despite the use of relatively 
short reinforcement (only 30% the wall 
height) , the model wall using a continuous 
rigid facing of Type D was very stable. 

Two full-scale test embankments Nos. 1 
and 2 were constructed in 1988 and 1989 by 
using sand and clay, respectively, as the 
backfill soil. Herein, only No. 1 embank
ment will be described. The backfill sand 
had Dso= 0. 2mm and a fines content of 16%. 
In Fig. 4, the solid and broken lines show 
the dimensions at the end of construction 
and about two years after construction, 
respectively. The vertical spacing be
tween reinforcement layers was 30cm and 
the length of reinforcement was 2. 0m, ex-
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Fig. 4 (a) Plan (T; test section, and C; con
trol section) and (b) one section of �o. 1 
embankment (sand). 

cept 1 .5m for Segment f. The test wall seg
ments had a delayed cast-in-place unrein
forced concrete facing with two ligh tly re
inforced construction joints having a 
slightly inclined wall face, except Segment 
h having a discrete panel facing (Type C, 
Fig. 2). The backfill  was reinforced with a 
grid having a tensile rupture strength of 
2. 8tonf/m and an initial modulus of 
1 .  Otonf/m at an elongation of 5%. All the 
wall segments having a continuous rigid 
facing exhibited a very small settlement of 
lcm or less even at the center of crest o
ver one and a half years (Fig. 4) . whereas 
Segment h having a discrete-panel. facing 
deformed much more largely. 

Three segments of No. 1 embankment were 
loaded from their crests using a 2m x 3m 
footing (Fig. 5) .  These 3m-wide test sec
tions were separated from each other 
through 1\ 2m-wide control section in be· 
tween by using a layer of two plywood 
sheets sandwiching a layer of grease used 
to lubricate the boundary planes. The 
footing was located at a setback of 2m from 
the crest edge of Segments d, f and h (Fig. 
6).  Fig. 7 shows the average footing pres
sure plotted against the horizontal out
ward disp lacement at the mid-height of fac
ing, which is representative of the defor· 
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Vig. G Deformation of three sections of No. 1 embankment by back loading test. 

mation of facing. The effect of the differ" 
ent lengths of geotexti le between Segments 
d and f (2. Om and 1. 5m) and the effect of 
the di fferent facing types between Seg
ments d and h may be clearly seen. The 
very low part of the discrete-panel facing 
of Segment h buckled during loading (Fig. 6), since thc facing could not resist large 
axial force in the facing during loading. Segments d and f yielded when a crack ap
peared in the upper construction joint of 
facing (Fig. G). Therefore, if the con
strueUon joints had been stronger, the 
strength of the walls would have been 
larger. One secUon of No. 2 embankment 
was aJso 1 0aded to failure (Murata ct aI.,  
lnn l ,  Tatsuoka et aI. , 1992). 

For the ase.ismic design of the GRS retain
ing wal l system, five 100cm-high models 
were eonstructed on a shaking table (Fig. 
8) .  The sand backfill was reinforced with a 
grid having a hjgh rupture strength of 
l . Otf/m, which leaded to no  chance of rup
ture during the model tests. Model l was 
the standard one having a vertical contin
uous r ig id racing (Type D) . Compared to 
:'lodel 1 ,  'lode! 5 had a discrete panel fac
Ing (Type B), Models 2 had longer ,·ein
{'orcement, ;\1odel 3 had an inclined facing 
and )lodel 4 had a smaller number of rein
forcement l ayers . A series of horizontal 
Shiik�ng  at a c!onstant amplitude of acceleratlon was applied with increasing the ac
ce l eration l eve l step by step. The acculllul �t�d hor izontal outward displacement of faelng  at the end of eaeh step of shaking was much larger fOI· �lodel 5 than for Model 1 (fig. 9), apparently due to its low facing rigid I ty . The wal] also became more stable by us i ng l onger l"cinforcement (�lodel 2) �nd by . �s i ng  an inclined fac.l.ng (Model 3), ut bCCd!1\C ] ess stabl c by uS1ng a smaller I�umber 0 1' rcinJ'orcemen t  layers (Model 4) .  '· urther, a 2.48m-high model of No. 1 cmbank!��nt c

.
ons� tlleted on a . large shaking tab 1 e s dynamIca l l y  l oade(] . The test results USIng these smal! and iarge models showed 

-
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Fig. 7 Load-displacement relations for 
Segments d, f and h, No. 1 embankment; the 
average pressure by the weight of the load
ing apparatus = 5tonf/m". 
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Fig. 8 Models for dynamic loading tests. 
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tha� this type of GRS retaining wall can b 
deSIgned so as to be stable enough agains� 
the design seismic load. 

3 STABILITY ANALYSIS 

Two-wedge stabi�ity analyses (Fig. 1 0) were 
performed, seekmg the smallest safety fac
tor by changing the locations of Paints A 
and B and the angles 0 A and 0 B. P l ane · IlE 
was assumed to be vertical. The effects of 
facing rigidity were taken into account in 
the following three ways: 1 )  For a continu
ous rigid facing Type D, Point A can be lo
cated only at the bottom level of faCing 
(Fig. 1 1 ) ,  whereas for flexible or incremen
tal facings as Types A, B and C, Point A may 
be located at any level of facing. 2) Part 
of the weight of backfill can be transmitted 
to the facing through the shear force on 
the back fac·e of facing (Fig. 12). The axial 
force V in the facing may be expressed as: 

V= p .  tan ¢ w, P= a ' PA 

D E C  

a A 
H

' i  
N, 

Fig. 10 Two-wedJ?;e stabilitv analvsis. 
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Fig. 1 1  Force components working in a GRS 
retaining wall. 
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where P is the total earth pressure acti
vated 011 the back face of facing. 1> w is the 
wall friction angle and PA is the active 
earth pressure activated. on. the bac!" face 
of facing when the backfill IS un-relllforced. 
The results of the laboratory and field 
tests showed that as the facing rigidity in
creases. the coefficient a increases from 
nearly zero for Type A to almost unity for 
Type D. 3) The test results also showed 
that as the facing rigidity increases. the lo
cation of the total reaction force (the sum 
of the reaction R on Plane AB and the verti
cal reaction Nw at the bottom of facing) be
comes closer to the facing. This is due to 
the mechanism' expressed by Eq. (1) and that 
the soil adjacent to the facing may become . 
stronger as the facing rigidity increases 
due to the larger confining effect. The lo
cation of R is expressed as f3 . L (see Fig. 
12b). These three mechanisms increase the 
stability of GRS retaining wall against slid
ing out and over-turning. This factor is ig
nored in most conventional limit equilibrium 
stability analyses. 

The safety factor SFs for sliding out a
long Plane AB was computed as: 

SFs= {(SRW+SRP+Sn TJ. +SR T2+SRNW+SRHW)// 

(FDw+FDP)}m>n (2) 

where SRW and SRP are the shear strength of soil along Plane All .due to the weight of 
Block ABED and the earth pressure PB acti
vated on Plane BE, respectively� SRTl is 
the component in the direction of Plane AB 
of the reinforcement force TA activated 
between Points A and B. SRT2 is the shear 
strength of soil along Plane All due to the 
increase in the normal stress caused by TA, 
SRNW and SRHW are the components in the 
direction of Plane AB of the vertical reac
tion Nw and the shear force llw. respective
ly, at the bottom of facing. and FDw and 
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FDP are the disturbing forces due to the 
weight of Block ABDE and PB. respectively. 
The safety factor SFo for over-turning of 
the block ABED together with the facing a
bout Point 0 was computed as: 

where MRw is the resisting moment about 
Point 0 of the weight of Block ABED and 
facing, MRTl is the resisting moment about 
Point 0 of the reinforcement forces TA and 
To (Fig. l l ) ,  MDR and MDP are the disturb
ing moment about Point 0 of the SUm of R 
and Nw. and PB. In this method. the rein
forcement force increases the normal 
stress on the failure plane(s). thus. the 
soil shear strength. The smaller one of 
the above two safety factors is considered 
as the safety factor of wall. 

For the laboratory tests (Fig. 3) . the an
gle of internal friction of the backfill 
sand (Toyoura sand) by conventional plane 
strain compression (PSC) test was 49°. 
Howev",r. taking into account the effect of 
strength anisotropy and progressive fail
ure, as the average friction angle mobi
lized along the failure plane at the moment 
of peak footing load. a reduced value 1> = 
43° was used. The average measured rein
forcement force of 100gf/cm was used. The 
effect of the side wall friction estimated 
as 3gf/cm2 was taken into account noting 
that the sand box width was 40cm. f3 = 0.4 
was assumed for all the models, since val
ues similar to 0.4 were observed for all the 
cases. In this case. the center of rotation 
was the center of facing bilse where the 
wooden block was supported on a hinge. 
The data points . in Fig. 13 represent the 
measured maximum footing pressure qu and 
the vertical reaction Nw at the facing bot
tom when qu was activated for the case of 
back loading (Fig. 3a). The symbols . ,  0 
and 0 indicate the values of qu and Nw for 
the case of oVer-turning estimated by the 
stability analysis using a = 1 .0. 0 .5  and 
0.0, respectively. The symbols .... . 8 and 6 are for the case of sliding out. The ef
fect of a on both q\l and Nw 1s significant. 
For Type D, the estimated values of qu and 
Nw for over-turning arc very close to the 
measured values. This seems very reasona
ble, since the lowest block of the facings 
B, C and Jl was not allowed to translate by 
being supported on a hinge. thus the only 
possible failure mechanism for Type D was 
over-turning. For Type C. the estimated 
values for sliding out ( Ci  = 1 .0) were very 
close to the measu red values, which were 
smaller than the values for Type D. It is 
also reasonable. since the observed fail
ure mechanism for Type C was nearly slid
ing out associated with the bending in the 
lower part of the facing which had only 
small overall bending rigidity. For Type 
n, both measured and estimated values are 



Table 1 Summary of stability analysis for 
field loading tests (fig. 7) 

: Test 

! Segment : measured estimated 
a = 0 . 0  0 . 3  0 . 5  1 . 0  

i d (L= 2m) 6.0 3 . 1  4 . 1  5.8 
i 

: f (L=1 .  5m) ! 5.5 3.0 4 . 0  5 . 5  
, l h  (L= 2m) , i 4.25 3.0 4 . 0  

L :  the length of reinforcement 

much less than those for Types C and D with 
a low value of a (the measured and as
sumed values were 0 . 05 and 0 . 0 ) ,  which re
sulted from its low facing rigidity. The 
observed failure mechanism was close to 
s liding out to a larger extent than for 
Type C; The observed value of Nw for Type 
A was plotted at zero by assuming a = 0 . 0  
and by ignoring the weight o f  facing. The 
observed value of qu for Type A was lower 
than that for Type B, due to the local fail
ure which took place in the top soil lay
ers. Since the estimated value of qu for 
Type A for sliding out should be smaller 
than that for Type B due to the lack of 
facing weight, apparently, the analysis o
ver-estimated the actual strength. For 
Type B' , the actual value of Nw may not he 
zero. Since the value was not measured. 
the data point was plotted arbitrarily at 
Nw= 0 . 0. A similar and consistent result 
was also obtained for the case of front 
loading (Fig. 3b). 

In the analysis of the field test (Fig. 7) , if> = 37. 1 °  and c= 0.082 kgf/cm2 obtained from 
PSC tests were used. The effect of pro
gressi.ve failure was ignored considering a 
small difference between the peak and re
sidual strengths. This analysis seems less 
straightforward when compared with the a
bove-mentioned case, because of some ambi
guity in the side wall effect. A shear re
sistance between the test and control sec
tions of 0 . 1 5  kgf/cm' was assumed with 
which all the field test results were well 
simulated. The measured reinforcement 
force of 300kgf/m and the assumed value (3 
= 0 . 4  were used. For Segments d and f hav
ing a continuous rigid facing, the observed 
failure mechanism waS over-turning, which 
was due to the effect of the resistance a
gainst sliding out of the buried part of 
facing. For the analysis of Segment h, on-

. ly the observed failure mechanism, sliding 
out, was considered. For Segments d and f, 
the analysis underestimated the actual 
values when a =0. 0 was used (,fable I ) ,  de
spite that the effects of strength aniso
tropy and progressive failure were ig-
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nored. This means that t h e  actual value Of 
a would be larger than 0 . 3. When USing 
= � . �. the estimated values of qu wore vera 
similar to the measure� ;ulue? Fo r Seg� ment h, a = .0 . 3  was eS�lmated In Such that the theoretICal buckling strength of" the d�screte panels �s o. 7k�f/m: which i s  0. 3 
times the theoretical aXial force activated in . the facing at the peak footing load. By 
USlllg a = 0 . 3 ,  the measured value Was well �imulated. Considering s.o�e uncertainties In several assumed quantIties, a very gOod 
agreement between the es timated and observed values may b e  somewhat fortUi tous 
However, it is obvious that also for thI� 
case, the effect of facing rigidity as ob
served could b e  estimated reasonably by 
the method described above. A similar and 
consistent result was also obtained i"o r the 
static loading test No. 2 clay embankmcnt. 
The effect of facing rigidity as observed 
in the dynamic model tests could also be 
well simulated by this analysis method. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

For a geosynthetic-reinforced soil retain
ing wall. the use of continuous rigid fac
ing was experimentally found to increase 
the stability of the wall. In stability ana
lyses based on limit equilibrium formula
tion, the test results could be well ex
p lained only when taking into accoun t  the 
facing rigidity. 
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